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White Satin Aug 11 2021 In this classic novel, New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen spins
a marvelous love story about a world-class figure skater, her distant, demanding mentor, and the highstakes competition that could bring them together at last̶or put all their dreams on ice. WHITE
SATIN On the smooth, silvery surface of the ice skating rink, Dany Alexander cuts a figure of strength
and fire, beauty and grace. One man alone is responsible for Dany s success: Anthony Malik, a
former skating star who has managed her career for the past sixteen years. And for all that time, deep
within his fortress of money, sex, and power, Anthony has found his attraction for Dany growing more
intense. Now he wants Dany̶not as a prodigy, but as a lover. Part guru, part taskmaster, and total
mystery, Anthony is adept at finding out things about Dany that she s kept hidden̶even from
herself. The depth of his desire for her can t be denied. But what about Dany s own need to get to
know her mentor as the man he really is? With the Olympics just weeks away, an extraordinary
contest of wills has begun. It could culminate in a crushing fall, or the greatest prize of all.
Blue Velvet Feb 17 2022 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen comes a classic
novel about a young woman who lives life on her own terms and the bold adventurer who risks
everything to rescue her friend̶and persuade her to open up her heart. Kate Gilbert is a woman
without a past̶or even a passport̶to tie her down. Raised by smugglers, she lives on her wits,
relishing the sense of freedom that only the life of the open sea can provide. All she knows of love she
has learned from classic literature. Nothing she read about in Shakespeare, however, could prepare
her for Beau Lantry. The brash, handsome playboy helps her out of a tough scrape and puts his own
life on the line to save her friend. Now Kate is in Beau s debt, and as reluctant as she is to
compromise her hard-won independence, she s intrigued by the prospect of a new kind of life in the
arms of this wealthy stranger. But can Beau keep her out of harm s way long enough to convince her
that happiness is worth leaving behind a world of ever-present danger?
A Tough Man to Tame Aug 31 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen spins the
unforgettable story of a brilliant young woman and the sexy financial wizard with the power to make
her dreams come true. Mariana Sandell is on a mission to get Louis Benoit alone, convinced that once
he listens to her business proposition, he ll leap at the opportunity. But bypassing his security detail
at his chateau is a piece of cake compared to standing face-to-face with the charismatic and assured
mogul. For every time his gaze lingers down her body, her pulse races out of control. At first, Louis is
amused by the beautiful brunette who boldly confronts him at his home. When he hears of her milliondollar idea, he s intrigued. And when she seduces him, he s pleasantly surprised. Yet he can tell
that behind Mariana s seemingly cool façade lies a vulnerable woman with secrets̶and he s
determined to uncover them. But first he must earn her trust: by making her fall hopelessly in love
with him.
Midnight Warrior May 20 2022 From the bestselling author of Lion s Bride and The Ugly Duckling

comes this passionate tale of danger, adventure, and romance that sweeps from a Saxon stronghold to
a lovers bower in the cool, jade green forests of Wales. She was a prisoner bound by duty and
desire. . . . Taken as a slave, fiery, tempestuous Brynn of Falkhaar was awed by the magnificent warrior
who stood before her. Known for her skills as a healer, she had been brought to his battlefield tent to
save his dying friend. Yet in the days and nights ahead, the sensual conqueror made it clear she might
be more than nursemaid to his soldiers. She could be the intimate plaything of his seductive desires.
He was a conqueror for whom nothing was forbidden. . . . Dark, brooding, and passionate, Lord Gage
Dumont was a man used to conquest. And yet with one look at the beautiful slave he s been given as
his spoils, he realized she held him prisoner. As she fought to save his friend with her healing powers,
Dumont felt her fiery touch deep in his scarred soul. Though he may have already owned her body,
what he wanted was her heart̶and for that he would risk everything.
Hunting Eve Jul 10 2021 Hunting Eve is the next New York Times bestseller in Iris Johansen's pulsepounding series that Kirkus Reviews calls "filled with intriguing twists and characters and an
overarching mystery that will keep fans coming back." She was taken for a reason. Chosen for her
skills as a forensic sculptor. Abducted by the deranged father of a serial killer and forced to
reconstruct his dead son's skull from bone fragments. Now Eve Duncan has escaped her captor̶and
she's running for her life. Alone. Unarmed. In the mountains of Colorado, Eve must use all of her
strength, courage, and wits to survive this madman's obsession. But Jim Doane is not the only player
in the game. While Joe Quinn, Jane MacGuire, and Kendra Michaels search for Eve in the abandoned
mining town that could be her ultimate refuge̶or her grave̶a stranger with ties to her long-ago
past is closing in, circling like a wolf, and HUNTING EVE.
The Forever Dream May 08 2021 In #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen s The
Forever Dream, a novel that Johanna Lindsey calls a dynamite love story, an extraordinary man
promises nothing less than love without end. Jared Ryker is a gifted genetic scientist. But the brilliant
recluse has never found anyone he can share his life with̶until he meets Tania Orlinov, the
incomparable prima ballerina and Soviet defector who expresses the exquisite beauty of love in a way
that only dance can reveal. But Tania has no interest in love, which only fuels Jared s attraction, one
that grows into an obsession. As Jared gets closer to Tania, he is torn between compassion and
overpowering desire. When their passion flares, they both are stunned by its depth and intensity. But
their private fantasy is shattered by powerful forces that are determined to seize control of Jared s
research, which holds the key to an astonishing secret. As a deadly confrontation looms, Jared and
Tania prepare to fight for their lives̶and for the freedom to build a future in each other s arms.
Includes a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts from these Loveswept titles: Flirting
with Disaster, Taking Shots, and Long Simmering Spring.
Star Light, Star Bright Mar 06 2021 #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen weaves an
intoxicating tale of soul mates, seduction, and the allure of the impossible. Gunner Nilsen is a man on
intimate terms with danger. His latest assignment̶extracting a nanny from a deadly crisis
overseas̶seems easy enough. The real challenge is keeping his hands off the stunning blonde, a
woman who holds nothing back. But Gunner can t afford to take his focus off helping his troubled
godson, the child of psychically gifted parents. Andrew s development has been hindered by past
trauma and Gunner believes that finding the right caretaker is the key to Andrew s recovery. From
the moment he marches through a hail of bullets, risking his life for hers, Quenby Swensen knows
Gunner will turn her world upside down. He wants her and he s not shy about showing it. His
tempting touch even reaches out in her dreams. And yet Gunner s talk of fate and telepathy both
scare and intrigue her. Having worked with the children of high-profile celebrities and politicians,
Quenby isn t easily shaken. But to help the boy, she must accept realities she never imagined̶and
surrender to a love she never expected.
Winter Bride Sep 24 2022 In #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen s mesmerizing
novel, one woman risks her life to win the future̶and the love̶she s always dreamed of. When
Ysabel Belfort leaves her beloved island of San Miguel to marry a wealthy eccentric, she exchanges a

life of innocence for one devoid of passion. For seven years, she counts the days until she s able to
reclaim what she was forced to leave behind. Even after her husband s death, she cannot return
home without securing the help of another man: her estranged stepson. By his side, Ysabel embarks
on a journey that takes an intoxicating turn. Charismatic news anchorman Jed Corbin has no interest
in anything remotely related to his father, but he can t ignore the wild thoughts that run through his
mind every time the young widow is near. Too bad Ysabel s proposition doesn t involve getting
tangled between the sheets. Instead, she s desperate for an experienced escort to San Miguel, the
same place where Jed once narrowly escaped with his life. But as Jed soon discovers, he can t say no
to a woman who drives him to the brink of desire̶and right back into a whirlwind of danger. Includes
a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts from other Loveswept titles.
The Bride Jan 16 2022 An arranged marriage leads to passionate love in this classic Scottish
historical romance from #1 New York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. By edict of the king, the
mighty Scottish laird Alec Kincaid must take an English bride. His choice is Jamie, youngest daughter
of Baron Jamison̶a feisty, violet-eyed beauty. Alec aches to touch her, to tame her, to possess
her...forever. But Jamie has vowed never to surrender to a man she considers a highland barbarian.
Alec is everything Jamie s heart has warned her against̶an arrogant scoundrel whose rough good
looks speak of savage pleasures. While Kincaid s scorching kisses set fire to her blood, she is
determined to resist him...until one rapturous moment quells their clash of wills, and something far
more dangerous than desire threatens to conquer her senses... Includes an excerpt of another beloved
Julie Garwood highland romance, The Wedding
The Treasure Jul 22 2022 An ex-harem slave... A reformed assassin... A race to find the most
powerful religious artifact of all time... New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen returns with
her first historical romance in a decade, a new novel of passion and exotic adventure that leads two
unlikely and unforgettable treasure hunters on a perilous journey̶and into the heart of one of the
most captivating mysteries of all time. Lady Selene Ware had been nothing more than a harem slave
when Kadar Ben Arnaud̶a man once trained in the black arts of death and seduction̶helped her
escape to the safety of her native Scotland. But even a world away she still wasn t safe from the
sheikh who claimed her as his stolen property̶and who now forced both her and Kadar to return
with a chance to win their freedom. There is, of course, a catch. First they must find the legendary
religious relic that men of power have searched for from King Arthur s time to the present. For
Selene and the ex-assassin, it is a dangerous odyssey that begins in erotic captivity and leads to an
encounter with the mysterious and reclusive Tarik, who now possesses the treasure. But the truth is
far more explosive, the stakes far more deadly, and the closer they come to discovering the secret, the
closer they will come to losing each other̶and their lives. For even as Selene grasps the key to this
age-old mystery, Kadar may have to step over the fine line separating the dark path from the light to
save her.
Long After Midnight Sep 19 2019 She wanted to save lives. The killer wanted to end hers. The first
warning was triggered hundreds of miles away. The second warning exploded only yards from where
she and her son stood. Now Kate Denby realizes the frightening truth: She is somebody's target.
Danger has arrived in Kate's backyard with a vengeance. And the gifted scientist is awakening to a
nightmare world where a ruthless killer is stalking her...where her innocent son is considered
expendable...and where the medical research to which she has devoted her life is the same research
that could get her killed. Her only hope of protecting her family and making that medical
breakthrough is to elude her enemy until she can face him on her own ground, on her own
terms̶and destroy him.
Taken by the Prince Jul 30 2020 Only Victoria knows that Saber Lawrence is a renegade prince
plotting to seize control of his country. But when Saber kidnaps Victoria to ensure her silence and
vanquish her reserve, he finds that the proper English governess is not so easily seduced, unless
Saber's willing to surrender something of his own-his heart.
Lion's Bride Oct 25 2022 A sizzling novel of passion, peril, and searing sensuality from a master

among master storytellers (Affaire de Coeur)̶a magical weaver of spellbinding tales, enticing
characters, and unforgettable romance. The darkly handsome warrior found her in the hot desert
night, the last survivor of a caravan devastated by a brutal attack. But Thea could hardly have found a
less likely savior. Brooding and powerful, the infamous Lord Ware felt no need to rescue a total
stranger, but Thea s striking beauty and fighting spirit moved him. So the knight in tarnished armor
carried her away to his secret stronghold at Dundragon, where she would become his prisoner, his
tormentor, his lover . . . and the one weapon his deadly enemy could use to destroy him.
His Bonnie Bride Apr 19 2022 New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell traverses the
embattled border between England and Scotland, where two warring families prolong centuries of
discord. . . Storm Eldon was first caught up in the war between England and Scotland as a young girl,
when she and her family were held hostage by their sworn enemies, the MacLagans. Years later, Storm
finds herself trapped in the clutches of her Scottish adversaries once again. Now she must fight to
preserve her loyalties, guard her virtue, and resist the charms of Tavis MacLagan, her handsome
Highland captor. . . Praise for Hannah Howell and her Highland novels "Few authors portray the
Scottish highlands as lovingly or colorfully." --Publishers Weekly "Another classic." --Romantic Times
Star-spangled Bride Nov 14 2021 Years after Gabe Falkner saves her life, photojournalist Ronnie
Dalton is determined to return the favor, and to break down the cold, hard barrier he has erected
around his heart. Original.
Temptress Jul 18 2019 The arrival of a wounded warrior brings peril into the life of Lady Morwenna,
as she nurses him back to health, unaware of the deadly menace of a mysterious man who calls
himself the Redeemer and stalks the dark halls of Castle Calon.
Stalemate Jun 16 2019 The suspense begins with a phone call and leads forensic sculptor Eve
Duncan onto the harrowing trail of a killer that even the most cold-blooded killers fear to face. No one
leaves this game alive Her skill in identifying murder victims was worldrenowned, but Eve Duncan
worked only for law enforcement and the families of innocent victims. The man on the other end of
the phone was anything but law-abiding or innocent. She d already turned down his offer twice, but
the third time it comes with a grisly warning. Forced to accept, Eve will leave everything and everyone
she loves to travel alone to the luxurious armed compound of one of the world s most wanted
criminals to identify a skull he s recovered. She s agreed to this devil s bargain to save an
innocent family, but also for a reason she can t admit to the police, to the CIA, to anyone. For the
man in the Colombian jungle promises Eve what she wants most of all̶the key to solving the most
painful mystery of her past.
Desert King's Blackmailed Bride (Brides for the Taking, Book Aug 19 2019 With this ring... When
naive Polly Dixon lands in the desert kingdom of Dharia clutching an ornate ring - the only link to her
hidden past - she never expected to be arrested and deposited at the feet of the country's formidable
ruler! I thee blackmail! King Rashad is suspicious of desirable Polly but her possession of the ring has
caught the imagination of his country. They believe that Polly is the bride he's been waiting for, so
Rashad begins a fiery sensual onslaught to melt away Polly's resolve and have her begging to walk
down the aisle! Book 1 in the Brides for the Taking trilogy
The Delaney Christmas Carol Jun 28 2020 This Christmas, celebrate the joys of the season with a trio
of exquisitely crafted, richly romantic tales by three of the brightest stars in contemporary
fiction̶bestselling authors Kay Hooper, Iris Johansen, and Fayrene Preston. Filled with passion,
drama, and a touch of magic, this festive gathering of classic stories̶available for the first time in ten
years̶tells about the lives and loves of one unforgettable family and the enchanted heirloom that
links one generation to the next. Christmas Past by Iris Johansen Killara, Arizona, 1893. Kevin Delaney
had heard his share of tall tales, but none could match the one told by the Gypsy beauty he found
rummaging in the attic of Killara, his family s estate. The waif claimed to have traipsed halfway
around the world simply to recover an old, long-forgotten mirror. But Zara St. Cloud knows it is no
ordinary mirror̶and she can see that the striking Delaney is no ordinary man. While he doesn t
believe her talk of mystical relics and fortune-telling, there s no doubt that a kind of magic is at work

on his heart̶just in time for Christmas. Christmas Present by Fayrene Preston True love remains
elusive for Bria Delaney. But when she joins her parents at Killara for the holidays, Bria discovers an
unusual mirror that reveals far more than her reflection. Appearing in the glass is a startlingly
handsome man who just as mysteriously disappears̶until she meets him in person that very night.
Kells Braxton is visiting on business, but the desire he stirs in Bria is anything but professional̶and
the mirror foretells their every intense encounter, leading to a Christmas they ll never forget.…
Christmas Future by Kay Hooper A heartbreaking vision in the legendary Delaney mirror drove Brett
Delaney to the other side of the world years before. Now his father s death brings him part of his
inheritance: the mirror̶and the unbearable prophesy it offers sends him home to Killara this
Christmas, determined to save the home he loves and the woman he s always loved.
The Magnificent Rogue Oct 13 2021 From the glittering courts of Elizabethan England to the stormtossed cliffs of the Scottish Highlands comes a dazzling tale of seduction, danger, and desire by one of
America's bestselling and beloved authors, Iris Johansen. She was a beautiful pawn in a game of love
and death. When Princess Kathryn Kentyre is snatched from a life of captivity by the mysterious Black
Robert of Craighdu, she is torn between absolute terror and soaring hope, He had been chosen to
protect her from the dangers surrounding her, yet the moment he swept her away she knew this
rogue of a Scottish laird would prove a greater threat than any she faced from her enemies. He was a
warrior-chief torn between duty and desire. Sensuous as sin itself and wild as his native Scottish
Highlands, Robert MacDarren had no intention of settling down with one woman. Yet the agreement
he'd struck to keep the peace required he marry the orphaned beauty and bring her back to his castle
at Craigdhu for safekeeping. It was to be a marriage in name only̶and only for one year. He never
suspected that the meek hostage he had been promised would prove to be this firebrand of a woman
who would challenge his mind, around his passion, and lay siege to his heart.
Prince Charming Sep 12 2021 Bestselling author Julie Garwood's classic love story is filled with "the
humor, the sweetness, and the sensuality" (Publishers Weekly) that have made her "a trusted brand
name in romantic fiction" (People). Only her beloved grandmother, Lady Esther, knew how devastated
Taylor Stapleton had been when her fiancé eloped with Taylor's cousin. Now dear Esther -- one of
London's richest and most formidable matriarchs -- lies dying. But first she was going to help Taylor
pull off the scam of the season. To escape becoming a ward of her unscrupulous uncle, Taylor would
wed Lucas Ross, a rugged American rancher. Lady Esther's money would enable Ross to return home
to Montana. Taylor had her own urgent reason to go to America...a precious legacy she hadn't revealed
to Ross, for they had agreed to part ways once they reached Boston. But as her handsome new
husband spoke of life in Montana, Taylor began planning a new future. To Taylor, the wide-open
spaces of Montana sounded like paradise....
Fatal Tide Oct 01 2020 In this electrifying novel of suspense, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Iris Johansen takes us deep below the surface, where a ruthless killer strikes without warning, without
mercy̶and with the deadliest intent. Marine researcher Melis Nemid is treading dangerous
water̶and she s about to be dragged under. Melis knows something that has already caused one
oceanographer to disappear from the face of the earth . . . and that s only part of a past torn by
violence and betrayal. She thought she had put that past behind her when she arrived at her
Caribbean island home to research dolphin behavior. But Melis s peace̶and her life̶are about to
be shattered by a savage killer who is cutting a path of destruction and death that leads directly to her.
Only one person can save her̶a man who claims to be a fellow oceanographer. But what this
enigmatic stranger really wants, Melis may not discover until it s too late. Because whoever is after
her knows her fears intimately. And soon Melis will be forced to relive them all over again. Except for
the final nightmare̶the one she cannot possibly survive.
Reap the Wind Dec 03 2020 An elusive killer . . . a deadly obsession . . . and a woman who must
destroy him̶or become his next victim. Some would kill to know what Caitlin Vasaro knows. For the
secrets she s kept hidden all her life are the kind that the rich and the powerful will do anything to
possess. But not even Caitlin knows how much danger she is in̶or how far someone will go to hunt

her down. But she is about to find out when she enters a business deal with the mysterious and
charismatic Alex Karazov and joins the hunt for one of the world s most coveted treasures, the Wind
Dancer, an ancient statue of legendary beauty and power. But Kazarov is a dangerous man who has an
even more dangerous enemy and suddenly Caitlin is thrust into a shadow world of intrigue and
deception, unable to trust anyone, not even the one man who can help. Now she must outsmart the
cleverest of killers, a psychopath obsessed with the Wind Dancer whose ruthless plan spans
continents and whose lethal rampage won t stop at one death . . . or two . . . or even three̶not until
he finally gets what he wants: the secret Caitlin will die to keep.
The Ugly Duckling Feb 23 2020 If fate suddenly made you more beautiful that you ever dreamed
possible, would it be the beginning of a fairy tale, or your worst nightmare? The brutal attack should
have killed anybody, but Nell Calder did more than survive. She emerged a woman transformed, with
an exquisite beauty found only in fairy tales. Nell Calder deserved a happy ending. Instead, her
descent into terror has just begun. Her attacker is still on the hunt, determined to finish what he's
started. And Nell, protected by a new face, is just as determined to fight back and take her revenge.
But to catch her prey, she will have to expose herself̶even if it makes her a killer's prime target.
Capture the Rainbow Feb 05 2021 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen comes
a classic tale of excitement, risk, and romance, as two people make a connection so unexpected and so
intimate, it may have consequences for a lifetime. Gorgeous Hollywood stunt double Kendra Michaels
is vying for the job of her life̶a high-paying, high-risk jump that will clear the debt on her brother s
medical bills. Casey Michaels was a stuntman himself until a job went tragically wrong. Now Kendra is
prepared to take the same chance. There s just one man standing in her way, a man whose
irresistible magnetism seduced her in ways she d never experienced̶and never before surrendered
to.... Director Joel Damon gets what he wants. And he wants Kendra. But the explosive attraction he
feels at the mere sight of her is entirely new to him, and it hasn t disappeared, not since their one
unforgettable night together̶and not since Joel discovered she wasn t the experienced starlet
he d mistaken her for. Now he s determined to extend that night into many more. But he ll have
to keep Kendra alive to do it, even if it ruins her career. For he has bigger plans in mind for her than
she ever imagined.
The Tiger Prince Dec 15 2021 The heather-scented hills of the Scottish highlands come to life in a
mesmerizing novel about a wickedly disturbing man who transforms a hardheaded businesswoman
into a willing slave of passion.
The Killing Game Nov 21 2019 A merciless killer on the hunt . . . An innocent child in his sights . . . A
woman driven to the edge to stop him . . . The killer knows Eve Duncan all too well. He knows the pain
she feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie, whose body has never been found. He knows that as one
of the nation's top forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluff
near Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows she won't be able to resist the temptation of believing that
one of those skeletons might be her daughter's. But that is only the beginning of the killer's sadistic
game. He wants Eve one on one, and he'll use his ace in the hole to make sure she complies. And he
won't stop playing until he claims the prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Star-Spangled Bride Aug 23 2022 In this exhilarating novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Iris Johansen, a woman accustomed to living dangerously must rescue the man she s never
forgotten. When cable news mogul Gabe Faulkner is kidnapped by an overseas terrorist group, the last
thing he expects is to be rescued by a beautiful woman. Photojournalist Ronnie Dalton claims she
risked her neck only to win an Emmy, but Gabe senses there s more to the story. And though he s
known her for only a few hours, he can t deny the sizzling chemistry between them̶or his
overwhelming desire to protect her. Ronnie doesn t expect Gabe to remember her. She was just a
teenager when he saved her life. Now it is Ronnie s chance to return the favor. Once she
accomplishes her mission, she ll walk away. But when Gabe throws Ronnie onto his getaway
helicopter, he inadvertently puts her back in harm s way. For as soon as they touch down in the
United States, she s going to be deported, or worse . . . unless she marries an American citizen. Gabe

is up for the ruse. But he also seems to have other ideas . . . ideas that include thoroughly seducing
her. Includes a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts from these Loveswept titles:
Mistletoe and Magic, Claimed, and After the Kiss.
The Wind Dancer Apr 26 2020 A hidden killer . . . A conspiracy of treachery. . . And two people
caught in the most desperate game of all . . . In Renaissance Italy, intrigue is as intricate as carved
cathedral doors, but none is so captivating as that surrounding the prized Wind Dancer, the lost
treasure of a family̶and of the man who will stop at nothing to reclaim it. Lionello Andreas is bound
by his vow to guard the exquisite statue. But to recover what is rightfully his, he will need the help of a
thief̶one he can control body and soul. He finds his answer on the treacherous backstreets of
Florence, in a sharp-witted young woman whose poverty leaves her no choice. But in the end, the
allure of the Wind Dancer, and the ruthlessness of those who would possess her, will catapult them
both into a terrifying realm where death may be the most merciful escape.
The Mermaid's Song Nov 02 2020 The Bargain Falsely implicated in a terrible crime and desperate to
flee England, young Flora O'Donnell strikes a desperate deal with mysterious and aloof Blaise Cheney.
She will go to France-his wife in name only-to usher his ward, Johanna, into society. The Enchantment
But at Chateau Morgaine, Blaise's ancestral home on rocky Breton coast, Flora finds herself swept into
a different world. An ancient enchantment seems to possess the chateau, and the townsfolk whisper of
mermaids and faerie spells. But they also tell darker tales-of a curse that has claimed the lives of
Cheney brides for centuries. The Mermaid's Song Now, helpless against a growing desire for her
mysterious husband, Flora finds herself drawn into a realm where secrets pas and present cast a
shadow over her heart. What unspeakable tragedy haunts Chateau Morgaine? For only when she
releases the dark secrets locked within its rocky walls will she be free to love at last...
Smokescreen Dec 23 2019 In this pulse-pounding thriller from #1 New York Timesbestselling author
Iris Johansen, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan journeys to Africa to help families torn apart by a violent
attack deep in the jungle -- but she may be putting herself in more danger than she knows. A journalist
shows up on Eve Duncan's doorstep with a plea for help. Jill Cassidy has just come from a small
African village with a heart wrenching story: half the villagers -- many of them children -- have been
killed in a horrific attack by guerilla soldiers, the bodies burned beyond recognition. Now, the families
desperately need Eve's help to get closure and begin to heal. But when Eve arrives in the remote
jungle, she begins to suspect that Jill's plea may have been a cover story for a deeper, more sinister
plot. Isolated and unsure who she can trust, Eve finds herself stranded in an unstable country where
violence threatens to break out again at any moment and with only her own instincts to rely on if she
hopes to get home to her family alive . . . #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen is back
with one of her most exhilarating and dangerous adventures yet in this "riveting" high-stakes thriller
(Publishers Weekly).
Lord of the Wolves Mar 26 2020 SHE IS A HEROINE OF HER PEOPLE. . . . With her extraordinary
violet eyes, ebony hair, and ivory skin, the French countess Melisande was a prize for any man. But it
was Conar MacAuliffe, a young warrior who rode into battle to defend her people, who made
Melisande his bride̶and then disappeared for years. Now MacAuliffe has returned to claim his wife, a
ravishing woman determined to fight for her freedom at all costs. But the proud beauty who fears no
man suddenly fears herself̶and the passionate embrace of the husband who vows never to let her
go. HE IS THE MIGHTY VIKING CONQUEROR THEY CALLED . . . Lord of the Wolves, a legendary
warrior whose greatest challenge will come with the woman he is destined to wed. In the fiery
Melisande he will find his heaven and hell. Even as he wages war for her heart, he dares not yield his
own. Even as he lays sweet seductive siege to her body, he tries to shield his soul. It will take a
common enemy and a little trust to awaken them both to a love that can change their lives forever.
Dark Rider Jun 21 2022 Iris Johansen is a master among master storytellers (Affaire de Coeur)
and her bestselling novels have won every major romance award, including the coveted Romantic
Times Lifetime Achievement Award. Now discover the spellbinding world of Iris Johansen in her most
tantalizing regency novel yet. From the moment she heard of the arrival of the English ship, Cassandra

Deville sensed danger. But she never expected the sensuous invader who stepped out of the shadows
of the palms and onto the moonlit beach. Bold, passionate, electrifyingly masculine, Jared Danemount
made it clear he had every intention of destroying her father. But the Duke of Morland hardly knew
what to make of the exquisite pagan creature who offered herself to him, defiantly declaring that she
would use his desire to her own advantage. Still, he could no more resist her challenge than he could
ignore the temptation to risk everything for the heat of a woman sworn to betray him. [Iris
Johansen] is one of the romance genre's finest treasures. ̶Romantic Times
Wildfire In His Arms Apr 07 2021 Heading West after the events in One Heart to Win, gunfighter
Degan Grant discovers a new sense of purpose when he is hired to capture a beautiful fugitive and
turn her into a corrupt sheriff who would see her hanged. By the #1New York Times best-selling
author of the Malory series.
The Golden Barbarian Mar 18 2022 From the halls of a palatial prison to the hot sands of an endless
desert . . . Here is a timeless story of love and adventure set among hills of gold, warring tribes, and
fabled kingdoms̶the story of a fearless princess and a barbarian sheikh. . . . She was a ravishing
pawn in a game of politics and passion. . . . Flaunting the oppressive destiny decreed for her by the
kingdom of Tamrovia, Princess Theresa Christina Rubinoff struck a sensual bargain with a handsome
barbarian chieftain. She vowed to play his seductive game, surrendering herself to his will, all the
while determined to fight for her independence in a land that considered women only as playthings.
He was a desert warrior king, driven by passion and pride. . . . Mysterious as the desert night, rich as
Midas, Galen Ben Raschid swept Tess away to his palace in exotic Sedikhan, offering her freedom in
exchange for the marriage that would join their kingdoms. A man surrounded by enemies, he would
make her a slave to his passion in order to bind her to his side, little knowing that when he took the
captivating princess as his bride, he would lose his heart. . . .
Eve Jan 24 2020 Eve Duncan's mission in life is to bring closure to the families who have
experienced the agony of a missing child. As a forensic sculptor, she is able to piece together bones,
create a face, and bring an identity to a child who would have otherwise gone unidentified. Eve is
brilliant, driven, and tormented - because her own daughter, Bonnie, was taken from her years ago.
But now, with the help of a CIA agent, Eve has uncovered some startling new evidence: A man with a
connection to Bonnie that had been all but buried. His name is John Gallo. He's from Eve's own past.
His whereabouts are unknown. And he might just be the missing piece to the puzzle that has haunted
Eve for years . . . After teaming up with Agent Ling to find her missing son, Eve and Catherine share a
bond forged by their mutual pain. Now, Catherine challenges Eve with a name: John Gallo. A man from
Eve s past. A man, seemingly raised from the dead, whose whereabouts are unknown. Could Gallo be
the missing piece to the puzzle that has haunted Eve for years? Why was he in Atlanta just before
Bonnie s disappearance?
Body of Lies May 28 2020 Eve Duncan, the signature character of #1 New York Times bestselling
author Iris Johansen, thought her past was long buried. Until she finds herself tracking a killer so
deceptive he leaves no trace behind̶except for his victims. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan has been
summoned to Baton Rouge by a high-ranking government official to identify the remains of an
unknown murder victim. Eve wants nothing to do with the project. She has finally found peace from
her own tragic past, living a quiet life with Atlanta detective Joe Quinn and her adopted daughter,
Jane. Then a stunning series of seemingly unrelated events turns Eve s new world upside down. Now,
in a special government facility, she takes on the project of identifying the victim s skeleton. But she
hasn t even begun when another death occurs. Someone totally ruthless, who can strike anywhere at
any time and with seeming immunity, is determined to put a halt to her work, her life, and the lives of
those she loves. Eve has stumbled onto a chilling conspiracy. There is only one person who can give
her the devastating truth . . . and he s already dead.
Seduction Oct 21 2019 Townsfolk called him devil. For dark and enigmatic Julian, Earl of
Ravenwood, was a man with a legendary temper and a first wife whose mysterious death would not be
forgotten. Some said the beautiful Lady Ravenwood had drowned herself in the black, murky waters of

Ravenwood Pond. Others whispered of foul play and the devil's wrath. Now country-bred Sophy
Dorring is about to become Ravenwood's new bride. Drawn to his masculine strength and the glitter of
desire that burned in his emerald eyes, the tawny-haired lass had her own reasons for agreeing to a
marriage of convenience. One was vengeance, and in its pursuit she would entangle Julian in a
blackmail plot, a duel at dawn, and a dangerous masquerade. The other reason was dearer to her
heart, but just as wild a quest: Sophy Dorring intended to teach the devil to love again.
Keeper of the Bride Jun 09 2021 Revisit this heart-racing romantic suspense novel from New York
Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen! If Nina Cormier s wedding had taken place, she would be
dead. But after the bride was left at the altar, the church stood empty when the bomb exploded. It
wasn t until a stranger tried to run her off the road that Nina realized someone actually wanted to
kill her. But who? That s what Detective Sam Navarro has to find out…fast. With a nightmare
unfolding all around them, Sam and Nina must try to decipher the terrifying truth: they are at the
mercy of a brilliant madman, one who is playing for keeps.… First published in 1996.
A Summer Smile Jan 04 2021 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen comes a
classic tale of thrilling adventure and unbound passion, as two people embark on a journey through
terror and desire…. At twenty-one, Zilah Dabala has already survived a harrowing past. Now she s
convinced she can handle anything on her own̶even being held hostage by a terrorist group. But
Daniel is determined to rescue her. And soon their escape ignites an intimacy neither has ever known.
Once Daniel learns Zilah s tragic secret, however, he fears she may be lost to him forever. He s
defied death many times over̶but can he teach a young woman the healing power of love? Daniel
Seifert has spent his life on the edge of danger, carrying out high-risk security missions across the
globe. But it s more than adventure that compels him to tempt fate yet again̶it s a young woman
in a photograph, a woman whose warm, wise-beyond-her-years smile gives Daniel the inexplicable
feeling that he s found something he s been searching for all along.
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